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Next-generation ammonia adsorption 
heat pump cycles and technology

|



• Emissions from heat are still the biggest contributor to UK emissions 
(hot water 4% & space heating/cooling 17%.)[1]

• 85% of UK households use natural gas for space heating.[1]

• Sorption heat pumping technologies offer:
• Potential in reducing CO2 emissions associated with domestic heating by 

improving end use efficiency. 

• Consumer familiarity with systems designed with the ‘look and feel’ of a gas 
boiler in the UK market. 

Why are we interested?
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Fig. 1  Estimated UK emissions 
attributable to heating, 2016 [1].

[1] (2018). Clean Growth: transforming heat - overview of current evidence. [Online] Available: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-decarbonisation-overview-of-current-evidence-base

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-decarbonisation-overview-of-current-evidence-base
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• International Journal of Refrigeration (IJR) paper accepted.

Paper update #1



• Energies paper on generator design written and published. 

Paper update #2



• Two reactors with salt, and an ammonia connection between 
them (+ some fluid flow to each reactor) = simple, but…

• For performance analysis we want:
• Pressure, temperature, flow rates on fluid and ammonia sides

• As well as flow control to each reactor

Design
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Schematic
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ThermExS



CAD model



Bulkhead connections 
to the ThermExS facility

Pneumatically controlled valves 
to direct the Heat Transfer Fluid 

(HTF) to the reactor

PT100s to measure 
inlet and outlet fluid 

temperature

Fluid-side



• Expected reactor lengths for 2.5 kW.

• Predicted heat pump (internal) Coefficient of Performance (COP) of 1.3.
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HTR = 620 mm, LTR (TT) = 535 mm & LTR (HP) = 450 mm

Ammonia-side



Build progress #1

• Frame constructed

• Ammonia-side built

• Fluid-side built

• Connections to ThermExS
insulated

• Reactor shells machined

• Bypass lines in position



Build progress #2

• Calibration of sensors / checking data 
acquisition outputs for:
• Thermocouples

• PT100s

• Pressure Transducers

• Data acquisition system designed and tested 
in LabView

• Hydraulic lines leak tested and fluid pumped 
through 



• Design and manufacture of a resorption heat pump is 
ongoing:
• Hydraulic lines tested

• Ammonia side to build 

• Testing to commence in the coming months, including:
• Heat transfer investigations to continue and then build each 

reactor for the laboratory scale proof of concept

• Run resorption heat pump tests

• Analysis of results

Conclusions and further work
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